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Abstract The outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) oc-
curred at the end of 2019, and it has continued to be a source of misery
for millions of people and companies well into 2020. There is a surge
of concern among all persons, especially those who wish to resume in-
person activities, as the globe recovers from the epidemic and intends to
return to a level of normalcy. Wearing a face mask greatly decreases the
likelihood of viral transmission and gives a sense of security, according
to studies. However, manually tracking the execution of this regula-
tion is not possible. The key to this is technology.We present a Deep
Learning-based system that can detect instances of improper use of face
masks. A dual-stage Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)architecture
is used in our system to recognise masked and unmasked faces. This
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will aid in the tracking of safety breaches, the promotion of face mask
use, and the maintenance of a safe working environment.
This paper will automate the tasks of mask detection in public places
when incorporated with CCTV cameras and will alert the system man-
ager when a person without mask or wearing incorrect mask tries to
enter. This paper includes multi face detection model which has the
potential to target and identify a group of people whether they are
wearing masks or not. We tried to collect various facial pictures and
tried to identify the face Region of Interest (ROI), and then we sepa-
rated it. Applying facial milestones, to permit the restriction the eyes,
nose, mouth, and so. face was then completed and we tried to detect
the presence of mask.
To prepare a custom face cover locator, breaking our venture into two
unmistakable stages was required, each with its own separate sub-steps.
1. Preparing: Here, stacking our face veil discovery dataset from plate,
preparing a model on this dataset, and afterward serializing the face
cover locator to circle was the focus.
2. Sending: Once the face veil identifier is prepared, the accompanying
advance of stacking the cover finder, performing face recognition, and
afterward characterizing each face as withveil or without veil, can be
executed.

Overview / Usage : To prevent the spread of COVID19 infection
during a Covid outbreak, almost everyone wears a veil. As a result, tra-
ditional facial recognition innovation, such as network access control,
face access control, facial participation, facial security checks at rail-
way stations, and so on, is virtually always inadequate. Consequently,
It’s vital to improve the current face recognition technology’s recogni-
tion performance on hidden faces. The majority of today’s advanced
face recognition systems rely on a huge number of face samples and are
based on deep comprehension.
In this task, we’ll go over our two-stage COVID-19 face cover identifier
as well as our PC vision/profound learning pipeline. After that, we’ll
run a check on the dataset we’ll be utilising to develop our own face
cover indicator. We’ll then show how to utilise Keras and TensorFlow to
execute a Python script on our dataset to produce a face cover identifier.
This Python code will be used to generate a face cover identification
and a survey of the findings. We’ll continue to run two more Python
programmes to detect face covers while video transfers take place now
that the COVID-19 face cover detector is ready. We’ll wrap off this
piece by taking a peek at the results of our face veil finder.

Keywords Boundary-layer meteorology · CNN (Convolutional Neural
Network) · Covid 19 · Grad CAM · MobileNetV2
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1 Introduction

COVID-19 is a virulent disease that has unfold across the world. The
pandemic ailment has end up an important worldwide fitness difficulty
that has profoundly impacted humanity and the manner we see the
truth and our everyday lives. The unfold of extreme acute respiration
syndrome Covid 2 (SARS-CoV-2), some other very contagious respira-
tion ailment, commenced in Wuhan in December 2019. Before Covid
changed into declared a global pandemic, China infected 7,711 human
beings and disclosed a hundred and seventy deaths. Covid has been
given the designation COVID-19 in line with the World Health Orga-
nization (Covid contamination 2019). COVID-19 has inflamed greater
than 13,039,853 humans and brought about greater than 571,659 fatali-
ties in greater than two hundred countries across the world, in line with
a World Health Organization (WHO) report (beginning July 12, 2020),
ensuing in a fatality price of round 37, as compared to a demise price
of below 1 percent from flu. Individual to man or woman transmission
of the radical Covid generating Covid contamination 2019 (COVID-19)
has been reported, but it seems that transmission of the radical Covid
inflicting Covid contamination 2019 (COVID-19) also can be from an
asymptomatic transporter with out a Coronavirus symptoms. There is
but to be any clinically accepted antiviral drug or antibodies which have
been proven to be powerful in opposition to COVID-19. It has hastily
elevated over the planet, inflicting big well-being, economical, environ-
mental, and social issues for the complete human population.

Individuals have to put on facial veils to keep away from the hazard
of contamination transmission, and a social hole of as a minimum of
2m [2] have to be maintained among human beings to save you charac-
ter to character unfold of sickness, consistent with WHO. Furthermore,
numerous public provider establishments require customers to apply
their offerings simplest if they put on veils and cling to secure social
segregation. As a result, face veil identity and secure social separation
checking have ended up an essential PC vision [3] project on the way to
help the worldwide society. This look illustrates a technique for stopping
the transmission of infection via way of means of constantly looking if
people are adhering to secure social practices which include casting off
their face coverings and carrying them openly.
The World Health Organization (WHO) reports proposed that the two
primary courses of transmission of the COVID-19 infection are respira-
tory beads and actual contact.

In this investigation, clinical covers were characterized as careful or
technique covers that are level or creased (some are molded like cups);
they are appended to the head with lashes. They are tried for adjusted
high filtration, satisfactory breath ability and alternatively, liquid in-
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filtration obstruction. The examination investigated a bunch of video
transfers/pictures to distinguish individuals who are consistent with
the public authority rule of wearing clinical covers. This could assist
the public authority with making a suitable move against individuals
who are resistant.

In current situation, everybody has been feeling down and discouraged
about the condition of the world — a huge number of individuals are
biting the dust every day, and for a considerable lot of us, there is next
to no (regardless) we can do.
To help in any little manner conceivable, we chose to applying PC vi-
sion and profound figuring out how to tackle a genuine issue:

· Best case situation — we can utilize our undertaking to help other peo-
ple. As software engineers, designers, and PC vision/profound learning
specialists, we let our abilities become the interruption and our sanctu-
ary.

To create this data set, we had the brilliant idea of:
1. Capturing Faces in their natural state
2. Then writing a custom computer vision Python software to detect
face masks on them, resulting in a fictitious (but still useful) dataset.

Once you practice face landmarks to the problem, this approach is ab-
solutely plenty less difficult than it sounds.
We can use facial landmarks to routinely deduce the location of face
systems such as:
· Eyes
· Eyebrows
· Nose
· Mouth
· Jawline
Therefore, these facial landmarks can be employed to build the dataset
by identifying these features.

2 Methodology / Approach:

To utilize facial imprints to develop an informational collection of facial
covers, we started with a picture of an individual who doesn’t wear a fa-
cial veil. Following this face recognition was applied to figure the area of
the jumping enclose the image When we knew where in the picture the
face is, we could extricate the face Region of Interest (ROI), and from
that point, we applied facial milestones, permitting us to restrict mouth,
face, and eyes. To apply covers, we required a picture of a veil (with a
straightforward and top notch picture) and afterward added the cover
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to the identified face and afterward resized and turned in like manner
to put it over the face. This cycle rehashed for all information of images.

Training: This progression included preparing for the picture of appear-
ances with veil and without cover individually with a fitting algorithm.

Deployment: Once the models were prepared, we proceeded onward to
the stacking cover identifier, perform face identification, at that point
for characterization of each face.

At the point when an image had been moved, the request happened
normally. It was then possible to apply some interpret ability strategies
for neural association understanding. The UI presented two of the going
with methods:

2.1 Grad CAM:

It envisioned how parts of the info picture influence a CNN yield by
investigating the enactment maps.
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2.2 Occlusion Sensitivity:

It imagined how parts of the information picture affect

Fig. 1 Classification algorithm from pytorch.

3 A CNN certainty by iteratively blocking parts

3.1 Picture Classification Algorithm from PyTorch

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) has a number of well-designed
and pre-built networks, such as AlexNet, ResNet, Inception, LeNet,
MobileNet, and so on. Because of its lightweight and effective adapt-
able organised model, I chose the MobileNetV2 for our circumstance.

We utilise two related demonstrating techniques to manage test the
viability of facemask usage by segments of the general population in
reducing SARS-Cov-2 transmission and, as a result, in lowering the ap-
propriate age number, Re (the ordinary number of new cases achieved
by a single overpowering individual at a given point in the scourge).
The basic model employs a fanning cycle to examine the reduction in
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transmission caused by the use of facemasks, as well as the achievable
adequacy of two control variables in lowering Re for the microbe. The
degree to which the general population employs facemasks (basically,
the likelihood that a person would wear a cloak on any given day)
and the appropriateness of the cover in decreasing transmission are the
control factors (which relates to an extent of covers that connect from
unpleasant penetrable covers [24,25] to fronts of clinical standard). The
goal of this model is to see if there are any obvious limit ranges in which
the two control variables may lower Re to the point where they can be
relied on to halt or stop the spread of the epidemic. We mimic the af-
tereffects of those who wear facemasks on a regular basis, or shortly
after they begin to experience adverse effects.

We modify the fundamental SIR definition and include free-living SARS-
CoV-2 particles delivered by internal breath from globules in the oculum
and by continuous contact with facial apertures from fomite inoculum
stored on surfaces (§2b(i)). The model is intended to examine the pos-
sible effects of wearing a facemask during times of lock-down, which
are then dispersed once the lock-down is lifted. Because of the flexible
nature of this displaying framework, a distinction may be seen between
the capacity of facemasks to decrease transmission from sullied persons
(where sign verbalization is used) and the security provided by face-
masks on weak individuals. The final point might be beneficial, as the
facemask decreases in oculum internal breathing. It might also be neg-
ative in nature.; For example, if there is a constant manual variation
in the facemask, the likelihood of transmission increases. We will most
likely provide a varied, yet almost clear displaying framework to test
hypotheses regarding facemask use in conjunction with other pandemic
tactics, as well as scaling from one lead to people outcomes. SARS-CoV-
2 is a new illness to humanity, thus the conclusions should be made in
this context, considering the gaps in our understanding regarding cer-
tain limits. Customary Object Detection:

A traditional item reputation version can apprehend the trouble of
recognising many veiled and unmasked faces in photographs. The ma-
jority of the time, object vicinity involves finding and categorising mat-
ters in photographs (if there ought to be a prevalence of various items).
Traditional algorithms inclusive of Although they depend considerably
on Feature Engineering, Haar Cascade (Viola and Jones, 2001) and
HOG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) have proven to be beneficial for such
situations. In the age of Deeplearning, it’s miles viable to layout Neu-
ral Networks that keep away from those computations and do now no
longer require any similarly Feature Engineering.

multi-stage detectors:

The detection cycle is split into numerous ranges in a multi-level identi-
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fier. A two-level indicator, which includes RCNN (Girshick et al., 2014),
measures and shows a listing of areas of hobby primarily based totally
on precise pursuit. After that, the eCNN spotlight vectors are freely
deleted from every locale. Several Regional Proposal Network-primarily
based totally algorithms, which include Fast RCNN (Girshick, 2015)
and Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2015), have carried out extra accuracy
and desired consequences than maximum single-level detectors.

Single-Stage Detectors:
A one-level indicator conducts recognition in an unmarried step, osten-
sibly over an intensive exam of ability regions. These computations leave
out the place proposition level utilized in multi-level detectors, making
them quicker in general, however on the value of a few accuracy loss.
One of the maximum famous unmarried-level calculations, You Only
Look Once (YOLO) (Redmon et al., 2016), changed into released in
2015 and attained close to non-stop performance. The Single Shot De-
tector is a tool that detects an unmarried shot. (SSD) (Liu et al., 2016)
is some other famous item identity technique that produces exact re-
sults. RetinaNet (Lin et al., 2017b), FeaturePyramid Networks are one
of the best indicators. (Lin et al., 2017a), and uses critical misfortune.
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Fig. 2 Mobile net V2 classifier training process using pyTorch.

4 MobileNetV2

Uses depthwise separable convolution as an efficient building compo-
nent, based on ideas from MobileNetV1 [1]. V2, on the other hand,
adds two additional aspects to the architecture:

1) linear bottlenecks between the layers, and

2) shortcut connections between the bottlenecks1. The basic structure
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is shown below.

Fig. 3 Mobile net V2 architecture.

The overall point of the objective’s face has a major influence on
the acknowledgement score. When a face is associated with recognition
programmers, several points are frequently employed (profile, frontal
and 45-degree are normal). Anything less than a frontal perspective has
an impact on the calculation’s capacity to generate a face format.The
greater the score of any future matches, the more plain the picture
(both enlisted and test picture) and the higher its objective.
The loads of each layer in the model are predefined dependent on the
ImageNet dataset. The loads show the cushioning, steps, part size, input
channels and yield channels.
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5 Why we choosed MobileNetV2?

In view of ImageNet dataset MobileNetV2 beats MobileNetV1 and
ShuffleNet (1.5) with equivalent model size and computational expense.
And furthermore it will perform well for the more modest dataset.

5.1 Step 1: Data Visualization

In the first phase, we imagined the total number of images in our col-
lection divided into two classes. There are 690 photos in the ’yes’ class
and 686 pictures in the ’no’ class, as can be seen.

5.2 Step 2: Data Augmentation

After that, we expanded our dataset to include a larger number of im-
ages for our preparation. We rotated and flipped every single photo in
our dataset throughout this process of information development. Fol-
lowing information expansion, we now have a total of 2751 images, with
1380 images in the ’yes’ category and 1371 images in the ’no’ category.
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Fig. 4 Data Augmentation

5.3 Step 3: Splitting the data

We divided our data into two sets: the preparation set, which contains
the images on which the CNN model will be trained, and the test set,
which contains the images on which our model will be tested..
In this case, we’ll choose split-size =0.8, which means that 80 percent of
the absolute photos will go to the preparation set, while the remaining
20percent will go to the test set.
Following separating, we discovered that the optimal level of images
had been distributed to both the preparation set and the test set, as
previously mentioned.

5.4 Step 4: Building the Model

Following that, we built our Sequential CNN model using several layers
such as Conv2D, Max Pooling2D, Flatten, Dropout, and Dense. In the
final Dense layer, we use the’softmax’ capability to generate a vector
that represents the probability of each of the two classes.
Because there are just two classes, we used the ’adam’ streamlining
agent and ’paired crossentropy’ as our unfortunate job. Furthermore,
the MobileNetV2 may be used to improve accuracy.
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6 Step 5: Pre-Training the CNN model

Following the construction of our model, we created the ’train-generator’
and ’approval generator’ in order to adapt them to our model in the
next step. We discovered that the preparation set has 2200 images and
the test set contains 551 images.

7 Step 6: Training the CNN model

This is the first step, in which we fit our photos from the preparation
and test sets to the Sequential model we built using the Keras library.
I’ve made a model for 30 different ages (cycles). Nonetheless, we can
plan for a larger number of ages to obtain more precision in the event of
over-fitting. Our model has a precision of 96.19 percent with the prepa-
ration set and a precision of 98.86 percent with the test set after 30
years. This indicates that it is well-prepared and not over-fitted.

Fig. 4 CNN Model Accuracy.

8 Step 7: Labeling the Information

We identify two probability for our outcomes when we finish creating
the model. [’0’ denotes ’no veil’ and ’1’ denotes’mask’]. I’m also using
RGB values to define the colouring of the limit square shape.[’RED’ for
’without-veil’ and ’GREEN’ for ’with-mask]
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9 Step 8: Importing the Face detection Program

Following that, we want to use it to detect whether we are wearing a
face veil via our PC’s camera. To do so, we must first implement facial
recognition. For this, I’m using Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifiers
to identify the face’s highlights.
OpenCV designed this course classifier to recognise the frontal face by
preparing a huge number of images. The.xml file for this purpose should
be downloaded and used to recognise the face. I’ve saved the record to
my GitHub repository.

10 Step 9: Detecting the Faces with and without Masks

In the closing advance, we applied the OpenCV library to run a endless
circle to make use of our net digital digicam wherein we identified face
using the Cascade Classifier. The code webcam = cv2.VideoCapture(zero)
manner using webcam.newline The version will assume the threat of
each one of the classes ([without-cover, with-mask]). In mild of which
chance is higher, the mark may be picked and proven round our coun-
tenances.newline Moreover, we will download the DroidCam software
for each Mobile and PC to make use of our portable’s digital digicam
and alternate the motivation from zero to at least one in webcam=
cv2.VideoCapture(1).

11 Model description and formulation

Figure 2 summarises the model structure. Facemask wearers and non-
facemask wearers are two distinct populations, both with persons who
fall into the following categories.: helpless (S); uncovered, for example
inactively tainted (E); asymptomatically irresistible (IA); apparently
irresistible (IS); and taken out (R). The eliminated class incorporates
people who recuperated from contamination and the individuals who
kicked the bucket. Coming into touch with inoculum generated by per-
sons infected with SARS-CoV-2 can taint powerless people. We dis-
tinguish between inoculum generation by irresistible individuals, which
provides free-living inoculum, and inoculum take-up and illness in help-
less people.The inoculum can be obtained by inhaling transitory bead
(D) forms that can be seen all over [42] or by coming into touch with
a decaying repository of inoculum stored by infected persons in the en-
vironment as fomites (F) [42], which can survive for up to 72 hours
on certain surfaces [43]. A rapid evidence of bead inoculum [44–46] co-
exists with a more gradual rot of fomite (figure 2). As a result, there
are two sets of transmission rates: A and S for inoculum production by
asymptomatic and suggestive individuals, respectively, and D and F for
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inoculum take-up and illness of helpless people from bead and fomite
inoculum, respectively. A handful of these limits are influenced by wear-
ing a facemask (cf. mi in figure 2). Facemasks reduce the amount of bead
inoculum that escapes irresistible persons [25] by trapping a larger num-
ber of drops behind the veil (mA, ms ¡1). Facemasks also reduce the
amount of bead inoculum breathed in by capturing a larger number of
beads in the air, lowering the take-up transmission rate (βD) by mD.
(figure 2). At first, we assume that coverings have no effect on the risk of
inoculum accessing inoculum from surfaces (βF ) with mF = 1. In any
event, the model considers how wearing a veil might increase the risk
of fomite illness contamination (mF > 1), for example, by exposing the
face to more consecutive touch while changing the cover. We note that
critical PPE, for example, a full face-hood, could act to lessen the dan-
ger of fomite disease (mF < 1). Furthermore, sterilisation interventions
such as hand washing may be proven by reducing the life expectancy of
fomite inoculum (βF ) , and additional cleaning of surfaces or the use
of faster self-sanitizing surfaces can be demonstrated by reducing the
life expectancy of fomite inoculum (τF ). We’ll focus on the effects of
facemasks and lock-down times in this section. The model is designed
and settled as a fundamental deterministic differential condition model,
which is summarised below for completion. The model may be quickly
rebuilt in a stochastic framework with progress probabilities, as shown.
It’s also simple to divide the target country into metapopulations with
varying contact rates, such as between urban communities and coun-
try zones or across age groups in the population, and to geographically
segment the population with limited inoculum pools. We use the model
to look at substantial levels of how wearing a facemask complements
a significant control method that involves the lock-down of a portion
of the population. Accepting that lock-down reduces transmission rates
(βi , i = A,S ,D ,F ) by a predetermined amount, q, we may simulate
this. It reduces the amount of inoculum generated by irresistible per-
sons in open zones, which reduces the amount of inoculum available in
the D and F pools, as well as the amount of time susceptibles spend in
touch with that inoculum. Lock-down aims to reduce generally attrac-
tive spread rates by a factor of q2 in the model along these lines.
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12 LIMITATIONS OF FACE DETECTION SYSTEM

1. Poor Image Quality Limits Facial Recognition’s Effectiveness

The quality of an image has an impact on how effectively facial recog-
nition algorithms perform. The visual quality of scanning video is poor
when compared to that of a digital camera. Even high-definition video
is typically 720p (progressive scan) at best. These numbers are around
2MP and 0.9MP, respectively, but a low-cost digital camera may attain
15MP. It’s easy to see the difference.

2.Small image sizes develop more difficult facial recognition

When a face recognition algorithm detects a face in an image or a
still from a video clip, the relative size of the face compared to the
overall picture size influences how effectively the face will be detected.
Because of the limited picture size and the fact that the target is far
away from the camera, only 100 to 200 pixels of the identified face are
visible on one side. Furthermore, scanning a picture for varied face sizes
is a processor-intensive activity. Most algorithms enable you to choose a
face-size range to assist eliminate false positives in detection and speed
up picture processing.

3. Different face angles can throw off the reliability of facial recogni-
tion

The recognition ranking is heavily influenced by the relative angle of the
target’s face. Several angles are generally employed when a face is used
in a recognition program (profile, frontal and 45-degree are common).
Something other than a frontal perspective has an influence on the al-
gorithm’s capacity to generate a prototype for the face. The greater the
score of any resultant matches, the more exact and better the resolution
of the picture (both enrolled and probing image).

4. Data processing and storage might limit technology for facial recog-
nition

Although high-definition video has a lower resolution than digital cam-
era footage, it still takes up a lot of disc space. Because processing
every frame of film is a huge job, only a small percentage (10 percent to
25 percent) of it is actually processed through a recognition device. To
minimise total processing time, agencies may employ computer clusters.
Adding computers, on the other hand, necessitates huge data transfer
via a network, which might be constrained by input-output restrictions,
further slowing processing performance.
Unexpectedly, with respect to face recognition, people are inconceiv-
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ably better than creativity. Be that as it may, when accessing a source
video, individuals may be able to scan for a few individuals. A PC will
evaluate countless individuals against a data base of thousands.

13 How to Overcome Limits on Facial Recognition Tools

As technology advances, more high-quality cameras will become avail-
able. PC companies will be able to transmit more data, and processors
will be able to operate faster. Face-recognition algorithms will be bet-
ter prepared to identify faces from a photograph and remember them
in a database of selected persons. The fundamental mechanisms that
underpin the current computations, such as darkening parts of the face
with shades and veils or altering one’s hairdo, will be able to function
properly.

Changing how photos are captured is a quick way to overcome a signif-
icant number of these barriers. When using checkpoints, for example,
individuals are expected to organise themselves and channel via a single
point. Cameras would be able to focus in on each subject with more
precision, resulting in indisputably more valuable frontal, higher-goal
test images. Regardless, widespread use necessitates a greater number
of cameras.

Biometrics applications that are progressing are promising. They in-
clude face recognition, as well as signals, articulations, stride, and vas-
cular instances, such as iris, retina, palm print, ear print, voice acknowl-
edgment, and scent marks, as well as iris, retina, palm print, ear print,
voice acknowledgment, and fragrance marks. A combination of modal-
ities is unparalleled in terms of improving a framework’s capacity to
produce outcomes with more confidence. Related efforts focus on in-
creasing the ability to acquire data from a distance where the target is
aloof and often unaware.

Without a doubt, security issues surround this breakthrough and its
application. Finding a balance between public security and people’s
protection rights will be a hot topic in the next years, especially as
technology progresses.
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14 Conclusion

To determine if people were wearing face masks, researchers used OpenCV,
Pytorch, and CNN. We tested the models with photos and video trans-
fers on a regular basis. Despite the fact that the model’s precision is
about 60, the model’s improvement is a never-ending cycle, and we’re
constructing a deeply precise arrangement by tweaking the hyperpa-
rameters. The portable version of the equivalent was created using Mo-
bileNetV2. This model may be used as an example of how edge exami-
nation can be done.

This paper presents an inventive method to enhance the recognition
of articles on face - for our situation face cover wherein we play out
a quick one shot output of veil. It outflanks or is at standard with
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different papers with comparative plan in any event, when our model
is tried with lower quality live recordings.

The model was carefully tested with probable false positive prospects
that resulted in a shambles of shirts folded over faces, handkerchiefs over
the lips, and so on, and our model stood out as being more effective.

Instead of a basic image classifier, the preparation included a dedi-
cated two-class object identification.

Our present technique for identifying if an individual is wearing a
cover is a two-venture measure:

Step 1: Perform face detection.

Step 2: Apply our face mask detector to each face.

The problem with this method is that a face masks, via way of means
of definition, hides a part of the face. Because the face masks detector
can not locate the face if sufficient of it’s far concealed, the face masks
detector will now no longer be used. To get round this, we created a
two-elegance item detector withmask elegance and one withoutmask el-
egance.
The version changed into progressed in methods via way of means
of combining an item detector and a specialized withmask class. For
starters, the item detector changed into capable of hit upon folks car-
rying mask that the face detector could were not able to hit upon as a
result of the masks overlaying an excessive amount of of the face.
The version changed into progressed in methods via way of means
of combining an item detector and a specialized withmask class. For
starters, the item detector changed into capable of hit upon folks car-
rying masks that the face detector could be not able to hit upon as a
result of the masks overlaying an excessive amount of the face.

15 Future work

Our model is made with a limited source of data, as performance of
neural networks increases with the data it is trained on, so we will try
to incorporate more data and make it more robust and fault proof.
Furthermore, many causes of mistake, such as brightness, posture, or
partial image capture, can affect this detection. We’ll keep working to
increase the technology’s accuracy.

We are also working in to expand this project to make sure if a person
is wearing mask in the correct way or not. Often wearing masks like
below nose is considered as useless wear of wearing mask.

We can even extend our project as a mode of surveillance, by using
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the Face Mask Detection in street camera video. This will really help in
following the social distancing rules as given by the Government which
can be deployed in public areas like offices, railway stations and airpots.
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